
Mediterranean at home

Alba Rosal
Natural and dull white for the 
contemporary outdoor and 
indoor spaces.

FORMATS

Standard 60 x 40 / 60 x 30 cm
Trend 120 x 40 / 60 x 60 cm
Large formats 
80 x 80 / 90 x 90 / 120 x 80 cm
Thicknesses Starting from 2 cm we can 
produce any thickness.

TREATMENS

We advise to treat the natural stone, the 
first layer in the production line and the 
second once installed.

FEATURES AND VALUES

Bulk density 
2.150 Kg/m3
Porosity 
20,5 %
Water absorption 
9,53%
Resistance to freezing 
168 Cycles without breakage
Slipping resistance
80-57 Dry-damp
Reaction to fire
3 Class (CTE)
Bending strength
8,1 MPa
Compressive strength
58 MPa
Abrasion resistance
28 mm

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

White limestone with gray shades and a 
slight presence of fossils, without gloss 
and of fine texture.

AESTHETIC QUALITIES

Its exquisite purity and simplicity are 
able to delight and decorate wide 
surfaces with light, in the most 
contemporary projects, while it is 
showing the elegance of the fossil 
remains that enhance its natural beauty.

APPLICATIONS

Limestone Caliza Alba Rosal is a very versatile stone that offers a wide range of 
possibilities in interior and exterior claddings, as well as in pavements and pool 
finishing.  Mainly used in traditional facades, as well as utilized in ventilated facades, 
and since several years, it is also used in interior pavements without gloss.

It is available in smooth finishes but always matt, being perfect for cladding or 
indoor pavements, or with subtle wear out details, which makes it perfect for its use 
with outdoor pavements and pool edges, it is also slip-resistant and very pleasant 
when walking barefoot.

Alba Rosal for professionals

Our limestones and sandstones are also available in blocks, boards, strips or ashlars 
for their later elaboration by the corresponding workshops and other professionals 
devoted to work with stones, we extract them directly from our own quarries.

We have a special packaging for their adequate transportation, either 
nationally or internationally.

Ask us for prices, formats and professional information; we will be happy 
to assist you.

· Traditional Facades or ventilated ones.
· Soft and satin pavements, slightly   
 shiny, mainly to be used indoor.
· Decorative elements such as    
 balustrades, moldings, columns,   
 facilities, etc.

H O N E D

· Beaches and edges/upper part of the pools  
 due its softness to the touch, while it is   
 keeping its non-slipping properties.
· Garden and urban furniture.
· To simulate a slightly worn out effect on  
 facades due the passage of time.

B R U S H E D

· Pavements of areas that require a very  
 high non-slipping capacity.

B U S H
 H A M M E R E D

FINISHING MOST APPROPIATE USES

Carretera de Granada, km 73
30400 Caravaca de la Cruz,
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Telephone  
(+34) 968 725 656
Mobile & WhatsApp 
(+34) 629 470 419
info@rosalstones.com
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